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The dynamic analysis process started after any loss of embankment with associated huge damages like cracks during the earthquake.
Literature review indicated that the maximum displacement during the earthquake is conducted to the crest and interface between
the embankment with water reservoir, and foundations were cased. This paper evaluated the effect of material properties of the
foundation for the two conditions so the result is related at the end of construction with supplying water. Numerical analyses of
models were performed by finite element with plane strain method and ANSYS13 software. Earthquake recording as Nagan with
5.02 seconds and peak ground acceleration equal to PGA = 0.65 is used. Results indicated that with a comparison of horizontal
and vertical displacement, shear strain and shear stress so nonisotropic behavior of embankment especially in the up to part of
the structure was obvious. It is required to consider an improvement of dynamic settlement with reinforcement structure in the
future.

1. Introduction

Design control of dynamic settlement in embankment is
essential because there are good samples that were ruined
during an earthquake. Therefore, it seems to be a specific
attention to investigate and best research the influence of
the dynamic load settlement of embankment during the
earthquake. From the literature, review indicated that since
the beginning of 1920s and up to 1960s “pseudo-static
method” of analysis was well known. However, this method
was very simple, and it does not take into account the nature
of the slope-forming material or the foundation material.
In the year 1965, based on deformation characteristics,
Newmark [2] proposed “sliding block method”. Among
other methods, “shear beam model” analysis was quite
popular. This method was introduced by Mononobe [3].
Gazetas [4] proposed an improved “inhomogeneous shear
beam model” which can take care of the fact that the shear
modulus in earth or rock-fill dams is not constant but
increases with 2/3 power of depth from the crest. Clough and
Chopra [5] introduced the finite-element method for two-
dimensional plane-strain analysis to estimate of the dynamic

response of an embankment assuming that it consists of
linearly elastic, homogeneous, isotropic materials. Later on,
several other researchers developed the finite-element and
finite difference method for nonlinear, inelastic, nonhomo-
geneous, anisotropic behavior of materials under seismic
conditions. Zeghal and Abdel-Ghafar [6] proposed a local-
global finite element method of analysis for determination
of the nonlinear seismic behavior of earth dams. Ming and
Li [7] conducted a fully coupled finite-element analysis
of failure of the Lower San Fernando dam and examined
the possible reason of the dam failure. Quick development
of computer programs had a useful information of earth-
quake engineering research. For example, several computer
programs like [8–11] are used worldwide for the intensive
seismic analysis of the earthen dam. Seid-Karbasi and Byrne
[12] and Piao et al. [13, 14] carried out dynamic analysis of
the earthen dams using the finite difference method based
computer code FLAC. Zhu et al. [15] have presented a two-
dimensional seismic stability for a levee embankment using
finite element based program PLAXIS [16]. Literature review
indicated that the maximum displacement during dynamic
loading is conducted to the crest and interaction between
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Figure 1: A dimension of models according to Table 1 for plan strain analyses.
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Figure 2: This figure illustrated nonlinear property of soil.
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Figure 3: This figure illustrated that mesh of the model with regular method and main points (1–5) to exist a data analysis.

Table 1: A dimension of models.

H = 30 m L = 15.00 m X = 108.92 m F = 36.37 m Y = 21.00 m N = 9.00 m Z = 15.00 m W = 5.00 m α = 30◦

Table 2: Material properties.

Zone
Relative
density

(Kg/m3)

Elasticity
modulus
(Kg/m2)

Poisson
ratio

Yield stress
(Kg/m2)

Tangent
modulus

Friction
coefficient

A1—foundation (loose-sand saturated) 800 3 ∗ 106 0.25 1.20 ∗ 104 0.01 0.30

A2—foundation (clay-saturated) 800 8 ∗ 105 0.45 3.20 ∗ 103 0.01 0.10

B1—foundation (loose-sand saturated) 800 3 ∗ 106 0.25 1.20 ∗ 104 0.01 0.30

B2—foundation (clay-saturated) 800 8 ∗ 105 0.45 3.20 ∗ 103 0.01 0.10

C—embankment (saturated) 900 2 ∗ 106 0.45 8.00 ∗ 103 0.01 0.001

D—embankment (unsaturated) 1900 4 ∗ 105 0.30 1.60 ∗ 103 0.01 —

E—water 1000 1 ∗ 1012 0.001 — — —
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Figure 4: This is related to inputting data of NAGAN earthquake
record so displacement in the vertical axis (m) and time on the
horizontal axis (second).

a dam, and foundation is caused to it. This paper considered
the effect of material property as the foundation for a
dynamic settlement for isotropic embankment saturated
according to the end of construction with supplying water.

2. Process of the Model

This procedure introduced a numerical dynamic analysis of
modeling step by step.

2.1. Introduce ANSYS Software. This software is compre-
hensive by finite-element method and has 100000 codeine.
However, this is related to Computer Aided Engineering
(CAE), and is very famous and popular. In fact, it is universal
in most of the finite-element software.

2.2. Element. In this research solid 42 elements for all parts of
the structure (shell, core, foundation) and fluid 79 elements
for water reservoir to model with plane strain 2D method
according to recommendations by ANSYS help were used.

2.3. Boundary Conditions. For a dynamic analysis of the
model, Nagan earthquake is used with acceleration-time,
and it was converted to displacement-time by SISMOSOFT3
software. After that, the total horizontal displacement shown
0.43 meters at the end of earthquake records. Most of the
famous records in the literature had a half value of the
horizontal PGA for the vertical direction. Therefore, the
value of the vertical displacement total equal to 0.2 meters
was performed. Furthermore, vertical displacement in the
horizontal boundary (bedrock) was zero and input data
of NAGAN record is used for horizontal displacement of
boundary. In addition, both lines of vertical’s boundary had
a vertical total displacement equal to 0.2 meters and 0.01
meters for horizontal displacement so that it was related to
transient property of waves in the model for transfer and
come back.

2.4. Parametric Model. Table 1 described the parametric
dimensional model for both embankment models with
different material properties in the foundation.

A parametric dimensions of the models illustrated in
Figure 1, and the earthquake is performed on the base of the
model and material properties like to zones (A, B, C, D, and
E) described in Table 2.

2.5. Material Properties. In this part we introduce three
section properties for water, foundation, and embankment.
The body of the structure was clay with isotropic property
so material of foundation soft soil saturated (loose sand),
and clay saturated in the first and second model were used,
respectively. Furthermore, ANSYS Liquid suggested that
water was non compressible according to Table 2. Moreover,
Table 2 introduced material property in each zone of the
model for two conditions of the foundation and behavior of
solid material was according to hardening isotropic bilinear
so the friction coefficient is related to contacting model for
the best interaction effect. It noted that model 1 is performed
with (A1, B1, C, D, and E) and model 2 with (A2, B2, C, D,
and E) too. In addition to choose value for soil properties
[17] is referenced.

This study included the nonlinear behavior of soil and
some items such as density, Yang modulus, and Poisson’s
ratio stress with tangent modulus for bilinear isotropic hard-
ening for solid material were used so huge elasticity modulus
for non-compaction behavior of water according to a sug-
gestion by the help menu of ANSYS to linear behavior of the
water reservoir is used. Moreover, Figure 2 is related to the
nonlinear behavior of soil to evaluate analysis and described
the behavior of solid materials in Table 2. This figure had
performance two parts such as line (a) for elastic and line
(b) to evaluate of elasto-plastic and plastic conditions.

Line (a) was introduced according to Yang’s modulus and
σ1 with the poisson’s ratio, and line (b) was the simulation of
nonlinear behavior with gradient slope that means tangent
modulus for modeling with bilinear isotropic hardening of
solid material in the ANSYS software.

It noted that value of σ2 was equal to two times of value
of σ1 and it was obvious that σ1 was related to the yield stress
according to fixed strain that it was 0.2 (laboratory test).

Furthermore, σ2 was performance failure stress accord-
ing to the gradient slope of the line (b) so horizontal and
vertical axis represented strain and stress, respectively, so this
figure introduced a simplification of the nonlinear property
curve.

2.6. Meshing and Main Points. Figure 3 illustrated that plan
mesh is performed so regular mesh for effect of interaction
with node to node of models is used. Moreover, five main
points (1–5) to evaluate existing data were chosen that both
were at the crest (1-2) and another was the middle of zones
in C–A and D (3-4-5).

2.7. Earthquake Record. Both models were evaluated by
NAGAN record. This record had an acceleration-time with
PGA = 0.65 and 5.02 seconds of time. Moreover, the record is
converted to displacement-time for input data in ANSYS by
SISMOSOFT3 software. Figure 4 shows displacement-time
record of NAGAN.

This figure indicated that maximum and minimum
displacement were 16.5 mm and 11 mm, respectively. All the
substeps were 0.02 seconds and records were 5.02 second
only with PGA = 0.65 so PGA was peaked at ground
acceleration.
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Figure 5: Process of the numerical analysis.
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Figure 6: Vertical displacement-time in the point number 4 to
analysis settlement during the earthquake so horizontal axis is a
time (second) and the vertical axis is displacement (meter).

2.8. Chart of Modeling. This chart introduced a process
of numerical modeling, and Figure 5 represented that it
included three steps such as input data, transient analysis,
and exit data.

3. Result Analysis

Numerical analyses on both the models were calculated by
Nagan record with displacement-time. Furthermore, Figures
6 and 7 illustrated nonlinear behavior of material during
dynamic load.

In addition, Figure 7 illustrated that value of shear
stress during dynamic loading. This figure presented value
of the XY Shear stress in each substep of dynamic load
and indicated that some of the substeps were positive or
negative valued, and it was related to the nonlinear behavior
of analysis during an earthquake. All the nodes had a same
and regular process. Furthermore, this function was very
great to an analysis by ANSYS.

Comparison of the horizontal displacement of both of
models is illustrated by Figure 8. It was found that the value
of displacement in model 1 (lose sand foundation) is less
than model 2 (clay foundation) so it was related to reducing
of value in the modulus elasticity and increase of coefficient
friction value. In fact, model 2 had more sliding rather than
model 1 and less value of coefficient friction in model 2 and
more sliding led to increase of horizontal displacement. In

addition maximum horizontal displacement was related to
point 4 that it was in the middle of saturated embankment
and near to the best effective at water pressure according to
the static pressure in the 1/3 of the height of the embankment
that was clearly in the literature review. All the results for
model 1 and model 2 were corresponded to series 1 and series
2, respectively.

Figure 9 illustrated vertical displacement or dynamic
settlement for both of the models. It was revealed that the
value of the settlement in model 1 (lose sand foundation)
in the crest is less than model 2 (clay foundation) so it
was related to reduced modulus elasticity value in model
2. Modulus in model 1 was more than model 2, and it
led to reducing the value of the vertical displacement in
model 1 rather than model 2 because reduction of modulus
led to increase of flexibility and settlement. Furthermore,
maximum settlement is conducted to point 5, and it was in
the middle of the crest in both the models so indicated that
according to low thickness of foundation in models caused
to minimum resistance of released energy of earthquake and
less damping in this zone in both models. In addition in
both the models value for the settlement in the both points
in the crest (1 and 2) were not equal, and it was another
validat of results according to literature about differential
settlement but this value in model 2 was more than model 1.
Furthermore, Figure 10 is related to cracks in the crest of an
embankment in India so differential settlement in the crest
was caused [1].

The values of shear strain in both of the models were
illustrated in Figure 11 and maximum values were related
in the middle of nonsaturated part of the embankment (D,
according to Figure 1), and it was related to reduction of Pois-
son’s ratio in this part rather than saturated embankment,
and this figure represented that the value of the shear strain
in both of the models were closed. However, point 3 value
of shear strain in model 1 was more than model 2 and the
value of Poisson’s ratio in the foundation in model 1 was
0.30 so it was 0.45 for model 2 and equal to nonsaturation
embankment so variety of Poisson’s ratio in the foundation
led to different values of shear strain.

The values of shear stress in both of the models were
illustrated in Figure 12 and maximum values were related
in the middle of nonsaturated part of the embankment
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Figure 7: XY shear stress in the point number 5, in the substep of earthquake so horizontal axis is time (second) and the vertical axis is XY
shear stress (kg/m2).
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Figure 8: Horizontal dynamic displacement (m) in the end of
earthquake for both models. The horizontal axis is main points, and
the vertical axis is horizontal dynamic displacement (meter).
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Figure 9: Vertical dynamic displacement at the end earthquake for
both of models. The horizontal axis is main points, and the vertical
axis is dynamic settlement displacement (meter).

(D, according to Figure 1), and it was related to reduction
of Poisson’s ratio and modulus elasticity in this part rather
than saturated embankment.

4. Conclusion

Effects of foundation properties in the embankment on
the dynamic analysis were evaluated during this study.
Maximum horizontal displacement depends on the value
of coefficient friction and increase of it ceased to the
reduction of sliding and horizontal displacement. Further-
more, dynamic settlements depended upon the value of the
modulus elasticity and reduction of this value led to increase
of flexibility and dynamic settlement. Moreover, variations

Figure 10: Cracking and inelastic deformations of the crest of the
embankment dam caused by the 2001 Bhuj earthquake in India.
The prediction of cracks and damage requires nonlinear dynamic
analyses. It was sorted by [1].
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Figure 11: XY shear strain at the end of earthquake for both
models. The horizontal axis is main points, and the vertical axis is
an XY shear strain.

of shear strain were closed in both models but value as the
shear stress indicated that the non isotropic behavior of the
embankment in the nonsaturated part on the model has been
caused to increase of shear stress on this area. In addition,
numerical analysis had a good agreement with literature
review and attention to the improvement of the isotropic
function of embankment, especially in the nonsaturated part
of structured, is important for the future.
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